




































































































































































































































































































































sion normative du langage）」，あるいは，「言
語活動の最初の効果としての制度的原理
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［Abstract］
On Intergenerational Communication (Part 3)
Tsuyoshi SUZUKI
 
This paper examines Pierre Legendre’s theory named “Anthropologie Dogmathique,”
especially its normative perspective and its logic of“montage,”which consists of a mecha-
nism for an institution to realize human development. Legendre discusses this logic of
 
normative dimension as a theory of “Tiers,”which derived from a function of human
 
language. He analyzes this argument from the viewpoint of the Freudian problemathic of
 
Oedips Complex as a cultural logic of“Interdit.” “Image,it is a Dogma,”he notes. This
 
suggests that human identity is situated in the triangle structure of “sujet,”“Miroir,”and
“image.” On the other hand,“Theory of Dogma results in a logic of Representation,”he
 
says. It is of special importance that the study of human representation should cover the
 
negative elements of the human mind, that is, the dimension of the unconsciousness. By
 
discussing this argument,Legendre critics radically alter a dominant inclination of communi-
cation theory and propose a Triangle theory of human communication,namely,“Communica-
tion Dogmatique,”which makes use of a Freud’s conception of “Interdit”and alternative
 
normative logic. This makes a significant contribution to the theme of Intergenerational
 
Communication and philosophy of education.
Key words:Dogmatic Anthropology, Pierrre Legendre, Language and Representation, Logic of
 
Tiers,Dogmatic Communication
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